Porsche 997 EVT700 during Intelligent Tuning

Intelligent Tuning... Insanely Tuned!
More than words; this is the SOUL of Evolution MotorSports. With each new generation of technology, this
core essence of our existence is what differentiates us from the competition. In 2001, we began the “Insanely
Tuned” revolution with our over the top, high horsepower 996 twin turbos, which dominated the industry. Our
perseverance and core beliefs have been substantiated with many coveted awards and current standing world
records. Our vast performance innovations have set the industry standard and are currently used as the
benchmark for many companies and consumers alike. While “they” try to catch up and replicate or duplicate
our technologies, we have surpassed our own advancements while raising the bar even higher. Once you
experience this elevated level of mind bending performance, it is a virus in the blood.
EVOMSit – INTELLIGENT TUNING: GERMAN ENGINEERING, MADE IN AMERICA
A Performance System with EVOMS “Intelligent Tuning” begins inside the Engine Control Unit (ECU) “brain” of
the vehicle. EVOMS - Intelligent Tuning, (EVOMSit) combines a superior mechanical expertise with
an unequivocal capacity to calibrate the most complex automotive computer electronics in todays vehicles.
When you experience the thrill of EVOMSit software installed into your automobile, you will begin to realize our
world of intelligent tuning, insanely tuned. Our stringent testing assures pure, crisp and consistent power in all
of the conditions you like to enjoy your vehicle. Most software upgrades on the market have either never been
tested or these companies spend precious time developing useless options that do not belong on a high
performance vehicle. We spend 100% of our R&D efforts on the development and testing of performance
software, period. Our painstaking attention to details combined with our meticulous calibrating procedures
clearly set us apart in the world of software development.

Porsche CGT during Intelligent Tuning

GERMAN ENGINEERING, MADE IN THE U.S.A.
Evolution MotorSports is world renowned and owns
one of the finest aftermarket Autoteknik facilities in
the USA. Our impeccable tuning
center is the
home to our design, engineering,
manufacturing, testing and
distribution. Our purpose built,
state of the art all wheel drive
Mustang Dynamometer cell with
data acquisition equipment and
wind tunnel cooling/ventilation
system is second to none. Our
tuning equipment, combined
with our methodical testing
Global Intelligen
t Tuners and
procedures and our
“Roxy” on loca
tion in the UK
comprehensive knowledge
allows us to test and tune with
the most accurate results and feedback from the
vehicle. All of our equipment and the entire dyno
testing process have been developed and perfected
over the past 10 years.

The EVOMSit software engineering team consists
of a worldwide network of the most qualified and
highly respected members of an elite tuning
community. In Arizona, at EVOMS
headquarters, the team is
responsible for the research,
development and testing where
founder and President Todd Zuccone
is in charge of the software
calibrations and ECU tuning. Mr.
Zuccone works directly with Senior
Technician / Porsche specialist and
engine builder John Bray. The
combination of these two powerful,
mechanical and meticulous minds are responsible
for deciphering and understanding the “brain” of
the cars, translating the information and making
the necessary changes to allow all of the engine
systems and software calibrations to work together
in perfect synchronicity.

EVOMS/CGT Intelligent Tuning at Firebird Raceway, Phoenix Arizona

Own It, Race It!
Owning the vehicles we design products for is a key
component to the success of EVOMS. In order to
engineer and test specific products and ultimately
complete Performance Systems, EVOMS acquires the
vehicle and drives them as enthusiasts do (OK, perhaps a
bit harder than most). This is not the industry standard.
Our development vehicles undergo a massive
transformation during the R&D process. Each vehicle is
continuously evaluated and tested through each phase of
“evolution” to ensure optimum performance and
reliability. Each vehicle we own/owned, have set the
benchmark for the entire industry.

Family Zuccone and EVOMS,
Winners at Phoenix International Raceway
Grand Am/Koni Challenge

Evolution MotorSports creates
the path that others follow!
EVOMS Breaking Records 9.67 sec @ 149.86 mph!
Englishtown, New Jersey, USA!

www.EVOMSit.com

Audi R8 during Intelligent Tuning

INTELLIGENT IST & SP FUNCTIONS
SP (Sport Pedal™): All E-Gas (drive by wire) cars
from model year 2000 and newer have an electronic
throttle valve, which is controlled by the ECU. The
EVOMSit Sport Pedal™ (SP) feature changes the
ratio of accelerator pedal movement verses opening
of the throttle valve increasing throttle response. By
modifying these maps in the ECU calibration,
throttle response is drastically improved and the
“throttle delay” is virtually eliminated.

IST (Integrated Switching Technology™): The
Intelligent Tuning of EVOMSit software automatically
adjusts for different octane levels of fuel, altitude and
other atmospheric conditions the car will encounter.
IST is an OEM feature built into the factory ECU
allowing automatic switching of ignition timing maps
based upon input received from other engine sensors.
We incorporate multiple OEM ignition tables that are
progressively staged to our performance
specifications, which automatically optimize safe
performance based upon outside conditions and
different octane fuels. The ECU automatically switches
to the best-suited ignition map creating an automatic
“race mode” if race fuel is utilized. This IST function is
always active and will switch automatically without
having to make any physical changes while maintaining
optimum performance.

EVOMS Porsche 997 with EVT700 Performance System
during track testing at Firebird Raceway Phoenix Arizona

www.EVOMSit.com

Lamborghini Gallardo during Intelligent Tuning

Decision Time!
The Evolution MotorSports painstaking
attention to details combined with our
meticulous calibrating procedures
clearly set us apart in the world of
software development. We believe in
our product and prove it with the best
warranty in the industry:
45 Day Money Back Guarantee
1 Year Power Guarantee
5 Year Free Performance Updates
10 Year Product Warranty
EVOMSit performance software clearly
represents the apex of technology where
pure adrenaline is fused with ULTIMATE
PERFORMANCE!
Ferrari F430 Spyder during Intelligent Tuning

Intelligent Tuning Begins With EVOMS
www.EVOMSit.com

Applications
VEHICLE

MODEL

Porsche

Turbo 996-997-GT2 ‘01-’09

Porsche

All Naturally Aspirated
996-997-GT3-CGT ‘00-’09

Porsche SUV

All Applications ‘03-’09

Ferrari

360, 430, 599, 612

Lamborghini

Gallardo & Murciélago

Bugatti

Veyron

Bentley

Continental GT-FS-GTC

Mercedes

All Applications ‘00-’09

Maserati

All Applications ‘00-’09

Audi

All Applications ‘00-’09

VW

All Applications ‘00-’09

Zuccone, Crew Chief
Horsepower Ranch Racing

www.EVOMSit.com

EVOMS EVT700 ready to launch at Texas Mile!

The EVOMS Team & The Gumpert Apollo!

EVOLUTION MOTORSPORTS
Driving a performance car and driving an intelligently
tuned performance automobile are very demanding
and contrasting dynamics. The first can easily be
accomplished by driving a new Porsche 997 turbo
out of the dealer showroom and living happily with
regular maintenance and a cup of coffee at the
dealer. The second requires Evolution MotorSports
(EVOMS) in Tempe, Arizona in the USA, where
intelligent tuning and Insanely Tuned converge!
EVOMS specializes in building Performance Systems
and Supercars that maintain creature comforts for
street driving while setting scorching times on race
days, charging through the canyons, or enjoying those
long drives on wide open freeways to the next “Cars &
Coffee”. Porsche, Lamborghini, Ferrari,
Bentley, Mercedes, Gumpert, and many other
marquees start their transformation with
these 5 memorable letters: E-V-O-M-S!

INDUSTRY LEADERS
Evolution MotorSports has been a recognized leader in
the aftermarket performance industry for over a decade.
More recently, in 2008, Evolution MotorSports was
selected by Mr. Roland Gumpert, founder of Gumpert
Sportswagenmanufaktur GmbH, as the U.S. final
assembly and Performance Validation Center for the
world renowned Gumpert Apollo. The Gumpert team
selected Evolution MotorSports for their exceptional
technical background, unparalleled facility and their
commitment to perfection. This type of affiliation doesn’t
come by accident, but driven by a passion for excellence
and an annoying obsession with fine details. This is
Evolution MotorSports.

EVOMS = WINNING PERFORMANCE
Performance-Engineered is the foundation behind
developing our impeccable bloodline of
upgrade components. Thousands of
hours of advanced CAD design
engineering, prototyping, virtual
testing,
and real world product
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Evolution MotorSports
Research/Development Center
Showroom/Corporate Headquarters
1625 E. Weber Dr.
Tempe, Arizona - USA!
480.317.9911 Phone / 480.317.9901 Fax
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